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But a spacewarp

has stranded 

them high above

Tokyo instead!

After salvaging technology

from the sunken criminal

paradise known as Haven, The 

Conclave of Super-Villains 

has escaped aboard their invisible

skyship and is heading for Africa...

labyrinthe

yvan viau
space-time

magic

labyrinthe’s gone

Mad! every time

we try to leave japan,

he warps us right

back!

TRITON

Derek radner
gadgeteer and 

bio-electricity

Conflicto’s

probably

spiked his root

beer again.

conflicto

eugene kwan
friction and

viscosity control
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who, me?

chapter 1: Villains over tokyo!



I’m still

stumped on

my next

prank.

burnout
Lana Smith
phasing and regeneration

Maybe

someone’s mind-

controlling him?

sultry
Z. angeline Croft
weathermonger

or one of

the heroes messed

him up in Haven.

well,

we need to

fix this, fast.

We’re down

two men

after that

fight.fight.

although...

Labby and I lost

track of them after

I phased that mini-

Neutron bomb inside 

Drake’s GuT.
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our invisibility

cloak won’t

hold much

longer. we

can’t risk

being seen.

walkthrough senshi red

left-turn senshi black

rightmind senshi  blue

downburst senshi pink

sl ip-up senshi yellow

we need

to repair,

regroup,

and recruit.

Oh yeah, and

catalog

our loot.our loot.

we can’t

do any

of that

in Japan.
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wait, tritey,

why can’t we?

we’re in the land of

ramen and Anime,

Kaiju and crazy

gameshows!



hee h
ee

h
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e
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e
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get it

off him!

hey, when did

labyrinthe get

that watch?

he didn’t have

it in haven.
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come on,
really?

how did
I...?
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zap!



a few minutes later,
after burnout

phases the
odyssey band

off labyrinthe’s
wrist...

I’m
really,
Really
sorry
about
that.

gale force
wind!

sigh.

easy mistake.
say, where

did you send
Triton?

I found it in
haven while

I was exploring.
I thought it was

just a watch.
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someone’s
gonna pay
for this.

droiduck
senshi
gold!

Cyboar
senshi
coral!

robaa
senshi
steel!

and cyberdile
senshi jade!

end

rabboT
senshi
pearl!

huh?
I don’t remember

anything after
putting on that

watch...
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meanwhile,
trespassing in
creaturanger
territory...


